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When the litigation department is needed, it is usually not good 
news. Litigators are hired to resolve disputes, and disputes are rarely 
welcome.

In many ways, the pandemic has not changed that, and it has brought with it 
a whole new list of problems that will require litigators to resolve.

In difficult financial times, “the incidence of fraud seems to increase because 
people will sometimes turn to desperate measures to address the financial stress,” 
says Munaf Mohamed, of Bennett Jones LLP (p. 42).

Companies also need to monitor the risk of corruption where government 
dollars are flying out the door to deal with COVID-19. François Fontaine 
of Norton Rose Fulbright LLP says that, because governments are in a hurry 
to execute contacts and keep the economy afloat, the spending has far fewer 
controls.

“It’s opening the door for people to get contracts through the back door. It’s 
certainly an occasion for potential corruption,” says Fontaine.

Despite these warnings, though, litigators are seeing an upside to the 
pandemic with courts and arbitrators going virtual.

A big takeaway from the pandemic for litigators and arbitrators is that, with 
the proper gear, “virtual hearings can work,” says Marc-André Boutin of Davies 
Ward Phillips & Vineberg LLP (p. 8).

The old notion that a hearing or examination needs to be in person to be fully 
effective is gone, Boutin says. At his own firm, high-tech equipment was set up 
when it was becoming clear that COVID-19 was going to last awhile.

While court delays have made arbitration even more appealing and arbitrators 
are ahead of the courts in terms of technology and innovation, the courts are 
catching up.

“The courts have implemented creative measures, moving to electronic filing, 
virtual hearings,” says Iris Antonios at Blake Cassels & Graydon LLP.

“Ten years from now, looking back, you’ll say the pandemic, like most major 
events, resulted in a complete overhaul of how people have their legal matters 
adjudicated,” says Junior Sirivar at McCarthy Tétrault LLP.

So, the next time you call up the litigation department, you may be delivering 
bad news. But look forward to hearing a good news story as well from the 
litigators on the call. 

Tim Wilbur, Editor-in-Chief
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Our litigation and dispute resolution team is distinguished 
by its accomplishments in courtrooms, hearing rooms, and 
private arbitrations across Canada. Boasting one of the 
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Clarke, Dominic T. Blaney McMurtry LLP > (416) 593-3968 dclarke@blaney.com
Dominic practises principally in the area of insurance litigation encompassing both coverage and defence matters. A “go-to” 
counsel for insurers both nationally and internationally, Dominic’s expertise is frequently sought out on large and complex 
coverage claims. He specializes in advising and representing insurers with respect to commercial general liability, directors’ 
and officers’ liability and commercial property policies. Dominic has significant experience in the defence of products liabil-
ity and sexual abuse litigation. A force in the courtroom, he has appeared as counsel in the Ontario Superior Court of Justice 
and the Ontario Court of Appeal. A leading expert in insurance coverage and reinsurance matters, Dominic is a frequent 
lecturer to professional bodies, and is hailed as “very experienced, very agreeable and highly competent” by Who’s Who Legal, 
with respondents drawing praise for his superb litigation practice, especially in coverage disputes. He has published numer-
ous thought leadership pieces on insurance in his nearly three decades of practice.

Empke, W. Colin Blaney McMurtry LLP > (416) 593-2988 cempke@blaney.com
Colin Empke’s primary practice area relates to insurance coverage opinions, coverage litigation, and appellate litigation 
services in relation to liability policies of every description, including commercial general liability, automobile, homeowner, 
and D&O policies. His secondary practice area involves insurance-related defence work and subrogation claims, represent-
ing insured persons in all manner of personal injury and property damage cases. Colin appears regularly before the Ontario 
Courts and Court of Appeal. Colin has many reported cases on issues of interest to the insurance industry. Colin is widely 
published on insurance coverage issues and speaks regularly on insurance-related topics. He has authored papers for or 
presented lectures at the Ontario Bar Association, the Canadian Institute, Canadian Defence Lawyers, Defense Research 
Institute, Osgoode Hall Professional Development, University of Western Ontario, Ontario Risk and Insurance Managers 
Society, and the Insurance Institute of Ontario. LLB, University of New Brunswick; Called to the Bar of Ontario, 1997.

Moore, Stephen R. Blaney McMurtry LLP > (416) 593-3950 smoore@blaney.com   
Stephen has been practising as defence counsel in the personal injury area, with a particular emphasis on serious injuries 
resulting from automobile accidents, for over 38 years. He is an experienced mediator who specializes in personal injury and 
automobile insurance coverage disputes. Since the early 1990s he has provided insurers, insurance agents, and brokers with 
assistance in their dealings with Ontario’s automobile insurance regulators. He has assisted these clients with compliance is-
sues involving automobile rate regulation and risk classification system issues. He has provided insight to his insurance clients 
in navigating the complex regulatory scheme for automobile insurance in Ontario to enable them to get new and innovative 
products to the market. Stephen is a recognized expert on Ontario’s motor vehicle tort compensation system. He has au-
thored numerous papers since 1989 detailing how damages are to be calculated under Ontario’s threshold tort compensation 
scheme. He is certified by the Law Society of Ontario as a Specialist in Civil Litigation.
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Winsor, Roderick S. W. Blaney McMurtry LLP > (416) 593-3971 rwinsor@blaney.com     
Practice restricted to commercial, class action, and insurance litigation concentrating on complex and multijurisdictional 
litigation. Cases related to aviation, the environment, government, technology, product liability, liability claims against 
various professionals and conspiracy claims, including exceptionally wide variety of class actions. Author of Good Faith in 
Canadian Insurance Law and co-author of The Insurance Act of Ontario Annotated. Frequent writer on topics such as Crown 
Duty of Care & Regulatory Negligence; Reducing Damages & Defense Costs in Environmental Claims; Class Actions: The 
Good News; Punitive Damages for Breach of Contract; Causation & the SCC, The Doctrine of Reasonable Expectations; 
Tripartite Relationships in Insurance; Misrepresentations & Non Disclosure on Applications; Coverage Denials & Bad Faith 
Claims; Defense of Multi-Jurisdictional Product Liability Claims; Recovery by Insured of Uninsured Portion of Claim; 
Excess & Other Partially Insured Claims; Understanding the Insurance Contract, and Commercial Insurance Law. Martin-
dale’s highest ranking, Av. Expert Guides’ Guide to the World’s Leading Insurance & Reinsurance Lawyers. The Best Lawyers in 
Canada 2021, Class Actions and Insurance Law. LLB, Osgoode Hall Law School. Called to the Ontario Bar.
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